A  NATIVE  RISING
look of things, be any day looted or burnt down. But when the
ox-cart had been carefully loaded up with the numerous boxes
and goods, the cash supply, consisting of £50 of English gold
and some Chilean paper, being carefully hidden amongst them,
a spell of bad weather set in. It was impossible to move the
cart, and our possessions sat there day after day most handily
arranged for the revolutionists if their desires should turn that
way.
Our new camp we were often obliged to leave without
defence save for the redoubtable Bailey, who had also served as
guard at Mataveri (fig. 28). There had been no demonstration
against us so far, but of course the future was unknown, and I
never came in sight of our house, on returning from any distant
work, without casting an anxious glance to see if it were still
standing. We always went about armed, and the different
ranges for rifle-shot were measured off from my house and marked
by cairns, which will no doubt in future add yet one more to the
mysteries of Easter Island,
One day I had just come back from a stroll, when the cry was
raised " The Kanakas are coming," and a troop of horsemen,
about thirty strong, appeared on the sky-line some four hundred
yards distant. Fortunately S. was at hand, we hurried inside
-my house, shut the lower half of its door, which resembled that
of a loose-box, and carelessly leant out. Any unpleasantness
could then only be frontal; at the same time all weapons were
within easy grasp, though not visible from the outside.
It soon, however, became clear that the visitors were approach*
ing at a walk only, from which it was gathered their intentions
~ were friendly.   Nevertheless it ^vas a relief when,, as they got
-   nearer, they raised their hats and gave a cheer;  they then
formed a semi-circle round the door and dismounted.   The
" priest " who was with them, and who carried a picture of the
Virgin, read something, presumably a prayer, at which the
co&pany crossed themselves,   He then gave greetings from
Angat#,.and a message from her tosay that Mana was returning
safely with letters on board, and the men presented from their
saddie-bdws, eggs, potatoes, and about, a dozen hens.    The
^position ,-was unwelcome, but as none of the goods were stbleri,
& sssraed better to accept, and discharge the obligation as far as,
possible by jgiving in return what European food we could spare,

